
 

Thanks for considering husband and wife business owners, 
Jordan & Jersey. Co-managing MYXD MEDIA together brings 
them so much joy! 

Today, they have been able to provide Video, Photo and Social 
Media services for Engagements, Weddings and Live Events all 
over the country.  

They use top of the line production equipment, and a strong 
drive for excellence in everything they do. They aim to redefine 
expectations with every new project.

We hope to talk to you soon!

ALL WEDDING COLLECTIONS INCLUDE: 
- A Lead Videographer and/or Photographer's time, creativity and expertise during the entire project, pre and 
post wedding day. 
- Digital download and a hard drive (if requested) of content delivered within eight weeks of the wedding. 
- Personal online proofing website via fram.io and/or https://myxdmedia.pic-time.com/ for friends and family.
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COLLECTION ONE: Video 
$3,050

- 1 Day of Filming (up to 10 hours of wedding day coverage) by 
a team of Videographers, a Lead Videographer, 2nd 
Videographer & an Assistant Videographer. 
- 4 Angels for the Ceremony. 
- Multiple locations supported. 
- 40h Post Production 
- A 3-6min highlight film full of hundreds of clips of stunning 
moments from the wedding day... captured with professional 
DSLR cameras. We will deliver the final product online and on 
a hard drive if requested. 
- 2 complementary revisions. Additional hours/revisions 
available as necessary. 
- 4-8 Week turnover time from date of wedding. 
- Extra footage from the day included in our "EXTRAS 
PACKAGE".

COLLECTION TWO: Photo 
$2,800 

- 1 Day of photos, (up to 10 hours of wedding day coverage) by 
a team of photographers, a Lead Photographer, an associate 
photographer & a photo assistant. - Multiple locations 
supported. 
- Complimentary engagement session within 100 miles of 
MYXD MEDIA offices in LA. - 3-10 Mater Photos delivered 
digital within 1-10 days from the wedding ceremony. 
- 40h Post Production 
- A minimum of 500 images (the final product) will be delivered 
online and on a hard drive if requested. 
- 2 complementary revisions. Additional hours/revisions 
available as necessary. 
- 4-8 Week turnover time from date of wedding.
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COLLECTION THREE: Video + Photo 
$5,280

- 1 Day of photos, (up to 10 hours of wedding day coverage) 
by a team of photographers, a Lead Photographer, an 
associate photographer & a photo assistant with multiple 
locations supported. 
- One 12x12 linen album with cover cameo image featuring 
60 images (25 pages) - One 8×8 clone parent album (25 
pages) 
- A minimum of 500 images images both online and on your 
USB drive 
- Complimentary engagement session within 25 miles of the 
studio 
- A custom (10x10) engagement photo sign-in book with 20 
pages 

EXTRAS PACKAGE (Video/Photo) 
$1,000 

Our video highlight reels and photos tend to leave our clients 
requesting for more content, so we now offer this “Extras” 
Package below: 

• FULL CEREMONY WITH SOUND (2 Camera Angles) 

The entire ceremony in real time, 2 different angles, with synced audio. 

• INDIVIDUAL VIDEO CLIP SELECTS - NO SOUND (AVERAGE 950 
CLIPS) 

A carefully selected folder of short video clips, all considered by our team to be the best moments 
captured from the day, start to finish. Video is processed through professional smooth digital video 
stabilization as needed. Can be used to make your own creative highlight film. 

• ALL-IN-ONE 30MIN SILENT VIDEO (NO COLOR CORRECTION) 

An estimated 30min film, with all 950 selected video clips processed through professional smooth 
digital video stabilization as needed. Each clip in this video is carefully selected to be considered the 
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best moments captured on the wedding day, start to finish. Our clients have found that they love to use 
this for playing on projectors in the background for special gatherings and at home to relive the day 
over and over. 

• CROPPED FOR INSTAGRAM (HIGHLIGHT-FILM) 

A great way to relive the day with the same beautiful highlight film of the day from start to finish, 
edited and cropped to fit the screen of an iPhone or Android! 
- If adding this to a collection with photos, you get an extra 200 (minimum) photos to pick an extra 50 
from. If you want more then 50, we charge $200 per batch of 10 approved.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR COLLECTION 
- Additional coverage hours - $50/hour. 

- Additional coverage hours may be added up to 30 days before the wedding, 
and are subject to team availability. 

- Rehearsal dinner coverage - $50/hour 
- Custom 10x10 engagement photo sign-in book with 20 pages. 

- The Palm Coffee Bar: coffee cart catering before and/or after the ceremony 
(within 100 miles of MYXD MEDIA offices in Burbank, California).
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